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I. Match a line in  A  with a line in  B .                                                                     ( 4  marks )                                               

 

B A 

I think they spoil them. They always 

give them whatever they want. 
 

I'm tired. I'm taking next week 

off. 
1.  

The line's busy at the moment. 

Would you like to hold?  

 My grandfather had two sons 

from his first marriage.  
2.  

That sounds like a good idea. The 

break will do you good. 

 What do you think of their 

children? 
3.  

He hasn't practised for weeks.  I think we should buy some 

guidebooks. 
4.  

Well, the forecast is good, so it 

should be pretty smooth.  
 

Would you mind opening the 

window? 
5.  

No problem. It’s stuffy in here.  
 

I don't think my cousin will 

win the tennis match. 
6.  

Really? I didn’t know he’d been 

married before.  
 

Do you think it'll be a rough 

crossing? 
7.  

They'll give us a lot of information. 
 

Can I have extension 2124,    

please ? 
8.  

 
2. Do as shown between brackets.                                                                                 ( 8 marks )   

1. / soon /  look /  hearing  / from /  to   /   very   /  I  /   you  / forward  /                     ( Re-arrange  ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. My neighbour speaks no Arabic.                                                ( Rewrite the sentence using not ) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. I'm studying English because I need it for my job.                         ( Make a question using Why ) 

………………………………………………………………………….………………………… 

4. They are developing a new computer system.                                            ( Change into passive  ) 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….……… 

5. How would you like the money?                                    ( Where would you hear this question  ) 

…………………………….…………………………………………………….……………….. 

6.   Palestine ,  Finland  ,   France   ,  China                        ( Form adjectives from these countries  ) 

…………………………………………...………………………………………………………… 

7.  laughed   -  stopped  -  looked   -     played                                                            ( Odd one out ) 

………………………………………………..…………………………………………………… 

8. a. What does she look like?  

b. What does she like doing?                                                   ( Show the difference in meaning )  

………………………………………………..…………………….…………………………… 
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3. Correct  the underlined mistakes in the following sentences.                                ( 4 marks ) 

1. The Pyramids were building by the Egyptians.                1. …………………………… 

2. We do a lot of active in class to learn English.                 2………………………….... 

3. Have you see any good films lately?                                 3………………....……........ 

4. She is liking black coffee.                                                 4………………....……........ 

5. Clowns are love by people of all ages.                              5………………....……........ 

6. The plane has just take off.                                               6………………....……........ 

7. What time have you to start work?                                   7………………....……........ 

8. His resignation announce yesterday on television.          8………………....……........ 

  
4.  Complete the following sentences with the suitable words from the box .           ( 4 marks )     

   
         corners              colleagues                lazing               masterpiece               biographies                   

         century              sculptures                 potter                outgoing                  introductions           

 
1. I love reading about the lives of famous people, so I always buy………………………. 

2. Ernest Hemingway was one of the great American writers of the twentieth ………………. 

3. Ali is shy, but his brother is much more ………………………. 

4. I planned to go on a trip to the sea with my   ………………………. 

5. Hamlet is a great play by Shakespeare and it is considered his ………………………. 

6. Travelling to all ……………………….of the world gets easier and easier. 

7. She likes ……………………….on a beach with a pile of books.  

8. On Fridays, I ……………………….around the house in my pyjamas and do some gardening.   

5. Choose the correct answer from   a,   b,   c   or   d .                                                ( 4 marks)                           

1. We need to ……………………….a solution to this problem. 

                a. put up with      b. come up with      c. run out of        d. get on with    

2. Don’t turn off the TV! I ……………………….it.  

                a. watches           b. watching              c. watch                d. am watching 

3. Linda Spelman was a lawyer ……………………….found a new career in a circus. 

                a. whose               b.  which                   c. who                    d. whom       

4. The photocopier has run out ……………………….Paper, 

                 a. of                      b. for                         c. with                    d. from 

5. You ……………………….rush. We have got plenty of time. 

              a. must                 b. don’t have to       c.  can                    d.  haven’t 

6. I……………………….an old friend on my way to the university yesterday. 

                 a. took up              b.  gave up              c. came across        d. took off 

7. I wanted to say thank you……………………….me as your guest in your beautiful home. 

                a. for having          b. for have              c. to have                 d. to having  

8. ……………………….you already learned Italian when you went to Italy. 

               a. Did                     b. Were                   c. Have                     d. Had     
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6. Miscellaneous Questions:                                                                    28   x  ½       ( 14 marks )                            

  
A.  Give the English meanings of the underlined words.                                                               

1. Mr. Ali gave up work as a lawyer .                   ……………………………................................. 

2. His job was handed down from father to son.  ……………………….......................................... 

3. I often go to the park. It helps me unwind.       ………………………......................................... 

4. My neighbour is cut off from her family.         ……………………….........................................  

B. Make suggestions. Use:  I think  …..… should…………..                                                            

5. Ali and Ola are16,but they want to get married. ………………………………………..……….. 

6. My grandparents complain they don’t go out.   …………………….……………………..……. 

7. My brother really fed up with his job.               …………………….…………………………… 

8. I've lost my cheque book and credit cards.        …………………………………….…………… 

C.  Answer these questions. 

9. How long have you been studying English?     ……………………………………..………….… 

10. What kind of books do you like reading?         …………………………………..…………….… 

11. What is your favourite website?                   ………………………………………….…….… 

12. Is it cold out today?                                           …………….....…………………………….…… 

D. Write the following numbers in letters.                                                                                                                                                                     

13. $ 4000         :   ………………..……………..……………..…………….……………..……….. 

14. 68 ½            :     ……………………………..…………………………………………………. 

15. 73.9%         :   …………………..…………..……………..……….……………..……………... 

16. 11/1/2015    :   …………………………………………………………..…………..……….…. 

E.  Rewrite the following sentences . Replace the underlined words with a pronoun.     

17.   I took  away the dirty plates.         .............................................................................................. 

18.   She’s taken off her jacket.             ............................................................................................. 

19.   I’m looking for my shoes .            .............................................................................................. 

20.  I get on well with my sister.         ............................................................................................... 

  

F.  Choose  what the following sentences express.             
 

future arrangement   -   permission   -    offer   -    advice   -    request   -   strong obligation 
  

21. You must look after your money.               ………………………..……………………………. 

22. Could you bring us the bill, please?            …………………………………………….………..  

23.  You can park here .                                    ………………………...………………………..….. 

24. We’re playing tennis this afternoon.           ……………………….…………………………….. 
 

G. Choose the correct  topic from the box.     
 

Weather      -    Agriculture     -       Art     -       People     -      Food   -    Town                                   
  

25. ………….……….… :  modern  ;  industrial  ;  cosmopolitan ;  historic  

26. …………..……….…:  windy  ;  sunny ;  rainy ;   cloudy 

27. ……….………….… : wealthy  ;  sociable  ;  sophisticated ;  starving   

28. ……….……….….…:  sketch  ; painter ;  brush   ;  portrait   
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7. Read the following text and then answer the questions below.                             (8 marks ) 

1.   

  

  

   

5   

  

  

  

  

10  
   

 

 

  

15  

After Salah Al-Din had brought together large parts of the Muslim World, he turned to Jerusalem. 

The city had been in crusader hands all his life, and from 1182 he started preparing to free it from 

them. He prepared well, and in summer 1187, he defeated them at the Battle of Hittin. Weeks 

later, Jerusalem fell. For Muslims everywhere, this was a great moment. It was the opposite in 

Europe, and a new crusade began in 1189. But things went badly for the crusaders: by summer 

1192, most had died or left Palestine. Only 2,000 men under King Richard of England turned east 

from the Mediterranean to attack Jerusalem. Then Richard became sick, and this has given us a 

famous story. Salah Al-Din did not attack, and instead, he sent Richard fruit, snow to make cool 

water, and even his personal doctor. Stories like this show a leader who behaved fairly and 

generously, as well as one who was brave and intelligent. They show us a leader who was ahead 

of his time. Salah Al-Din and Richard never met, but they respected each other greatly, and they 

made peace in 1192. Jerusalem remained in Muslim hands, but people of both religions could 

travel there freely. This was almost Salah Al-Din’s last important act. He died in Damascus in 

1193. Today, in another dangerous age, we must hope that there will soon be peace again, and 

that Jerusalem will again be open to all. 
 

A. Questions.    

1. What happened in 1187 ?  ……..…………………………………….………………..…………..…… 

2. Where and when did Salah Al-Din die  ? ………………………………………………..………..…… 

3. When did Salah Al-Din and King Richard make peace ? …………………….………………..……… 

B.  Decide whether each of the following statements is True or False . 

4. a. (               )  A new crusade began immediately after Jerusalem had fallen.  

       b. (               )  Only 2,000 crusaders arrived in Palestine.                                                                     

C. Complete the following. 

5. a. In line (  3  )  “ them ”   refers to : ……………………...… 

b. In line ( 13 )  “ there ”  refers to : ………………………… 

D. Find words from the passage that have almost the same meaning as . 

6. a. acted               =   ………..………..                  c. very clever     = ……………..………...……….        

b. well- known   = ……………....……                d.  began             = ………………..…...………….        

E. Find words from the passage that have the opposite meanings to these words .  

7. a.  death           x  …………..…………..…          c. war          x  …………….………..…………….        

b.  winter         x ……….……………..…            d.  safe         x ……….…………….….………….        

F. Find words from the passage  . 

8. a. The past tense of  bring    : …………………  c. The plural of story  :…………....…………… 

b. The adjective of  danger  : …………………  d. The adverb of  generous: …………………… 
 

8.  Translation.                                                                                                             ( 4 marks )         

A.  Translate into Arabic.    

1. One of the wonders of the modern world is simply that we are still here. We have 

had nuclear weapons for over 50 years that could destroy the world, but we haven't 

used them to do it. This is surely the greatest wonder of the modern world.                                                                                                

     ……………………………………………………………………………….....…………………        

………………………………………………………………………….…………………………           

………………………………………………………………………….…………………………            

 B. Translate into English.  

 بأن التعليم هو المشروع القومي األول في فلسطين. نفخر 2.  
………………………………………………………………………….…………………….………                                                                                          
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